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Caveats:
We get lots of calls about setting these combines for alfalfa seed. Typically the
problems include threshing, blowing seed out the back, dirty sample, and plugging the
fan. The following is completely our opinion, based on our experience running three
Case/IH combines from the 8120s thru the 8250s. It is not intended to criticize these
combines, but simply describe the changes we made, to make the combines work in
our conditions to our satisfaction. JD rotary owners may see some similar issues.
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The Problem:
These combines work well in corn and soybeans. They go like hell, put most of the
crop in the tank, without too much junk in the tank. Reliability, daily service, operator
comfort, rotor unplugging, not much cracking – all is good. When is comes to hard
thresh wheat, it gets harder, while harvesting alfalfa seed is pretty hopeless. An old
conventional combine will beat them on alfalfa seed with very few changes.
When Case/IH moved from the 88 belt drive rotor combines, to the hydraulic drive
rotor combines, there were significant changes in the air system, impacting alfalfa
seed harvest. We have spent considerable time trying to make our red combines do
a decent job on alfalfa seed. This means making a clean sample with real dockage of
15% or less, and a target of 1% or less crop on the ground. We could not get close
to this with the factory concaves, sieves, and air system.
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Threshing Alfalfa Seed
Concaves:
It all starts here. Ideally only alfalfa seed gets thru the concave. This means zero unthreshed pods
getting thru the concave. The factory re-thresher will do nothing to unthreshed pods. You must keep
the pods in the concave until threshed, but NO alfalfa seed can go out the back of the rotor. The
objective is to get all the alfalfa on the sieve, but send all the trash out the rotor. That makes
separation on the sieves a lot easier.
This is our final concave selection starting at
the front with narrow slot concaves.

Threshing Concaves:

MAD CONCAVE—NARROW .100” slot
Position 1: Both Sides
Position 2: Both Sides
The slot is only about 1/10” wide, so very few
unthreshed pods get thru it.

Threshing Adjustments:

The first two sets of concaves in these
combines have adjustable clearance to the rub
bars. Set this clearance tight. That means
you pull the concave up until the rotor starts
clicking on the concave a bit, then back it off a
bit. Alfalfa is hard to thresh, so you will often
need to run 900+ rpm on the rotor with a tight
concave. You need to thresh all the pods, but
make as little fine trash as possible. You want
as little trash as possible on the sieves. This
is a balance between minimizing the trash and
threshing all the pods.
MAD .100” Slot

Separating Concaves:

Once all the pods are threshed, you need to get any
remaining seed out of the rotor, before it goes out the back
with the stems and trash. The 3rd and 4th position
concaves have lots of clearance to the rotor, so it’s the
centrifugal force on the seed moving it to the outside of the
rotor and thru the last two sets of concaves.

MAD .200” Slot

Position 3:
Here we use a MAD .200” slot. It is a bit larger slot, but
since it isn’t close to the rotor, there isn’t a lot of trash coming
thru it. The heavier seeds spin to the outside of the rotating
mess, and can come thru this concave.
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Final Separation
Position 4:
Initially we thought we could use a closed concave, completely blanked off in position 4. We thought the seed
should be all out of the rotor by now, so let’s get the trash out of the combine. Not so, with position 4 blanked
we still had rotor loss. We thought the Case/IH large slot concave let too much trash onto the sieves. For the
final concave we use a MAD large hole slot. It is similar to the stand CNH large slot, but has smaller holes.
Case/IH Large Slot

We have tried a million combinations including
various wire concaves, but always come back to
the above set of concaves in good conditions.
PLUGGED SLOT CONCAVES:
Slot concaves will plug if you are harvesting
green plant material with a few dirt mounds
thrown in. This will quickly result in lots of seed
going out the rotor. You need to switch to wire
concaves under those conditions.
This combine was losing about 100 lbs per acre
when we found this concave in this condition.
The green material makes for a tough separation
on the sieve, adding to the seed loss.

MAD Large Hole Slot
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The Air System in These Red Combines
With those concaves, you should have
most of the trash going out the back of the
combine, with all the seed going onto the
grain pan. Case use a self leveling sieve
which eliminates the auger bed. As the
material shakes down the grain pan toward
the sieve, the heavy grain should settle to
the bottom, leaving the trash on top. At
this point the grain falls thru a big wind
blast and lands on the pre-cleaner (or
maybe further back)
We measured everything and our best
estimate is that this design means 70% of
the air goes under the bottom sieve.

15% of the air goes out under the grain pan, but above the pre-cleaner. We felt this air blast was
carrying alfalfa seed right out the back of the combine.
8% of the air goes under the pre-cleaner, but above the small grain pan. This air goes both thru the
pre-cleaner and then thru the top sieve.
7% of the air goes under the small grain pan, and then under the top sieve, and thru the top sieve.
Requiring most of the air to go thru the bottom sieve has serious implications:
- If you close the bottom sieve to clean up your sample as you would on any other combine, you choke
the air to the top sieve and walk seed out the back.
- If you don’t have enough total air, the material will slide forward and drop into the fan in 3 places:
- Forward off the precleaner, into the fan
- Forward off the small grain pan, into the fan. This happens if you open the precleaner too wide and
dump too much material onto the small grain pan.
- Forward off the bottom sieve, into the fan. This happens with a smooth bottom sieve that can’t grab
the material and move it back with the shake.
All this means plugging the fan is pretty common. Case includes a handy fan dump handle, so it is easy
to dump the fan. Of course the fan still turns with material in the bottom of the fan. The only way you
know you’ve plugged the fan is now the hopper is filling up with chaff. You better have a camera to
watch what is coming in the hopper, or you will get to fork the hopper out.
Any time we ran enough air for a clean sample, and no fan plugging, seed was coming out the back.
Once you understand how the wind works (or doesn’t), you can move on to the sieves.
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Sieves and Settings for These Red Combines
The Pre-cleaner Sieve:
There is a significant wind blast blowing the grain falling
from the grain pan onto the pre-cleaner. This is
aggravated when the top sieve closed up to 5/16” and
bottom sieve air choked by a slot or round hole sieve.
We think it blows seed right out the back of the
combine. Based on that theory, we built an air dam at
the front of the pre-cleaner. It cuts that blast, plus it stops
material from moving forward on the pre-cleaner, which
plugged the fan. As we run three identical combines it is
pretty easy to try all these ideas. The three combines
were set up identical except the pre-cleaner. We tried a
factory pre-cleaner, a round hole pre-cleaner, a slot precleaner, all without an air dam. We found we needed the
air dam no matter what we did, to keep the sieve loss
lower than 1% of the crop. The close end in the picture is
the end of the pre-cleaner that goes under the grain pan.
It will plug some but that doesn't seem to make any different to seed loss or seed sample.
The Top Sieve:
We run the factory top sieve about 5/16” open, a setting 4 or 5 if calibrated properly. Note that if the
linkage isn’t set even, the left top sieve will be open a different amount compared to the right top sieve.
The Bottom Sieve:
For the top sieve to work, that air has to come thru the bottom sieve. If you run a factory bottom sieve it
needs to be open 4 – 5 to get enough
air to the top sieve. The end result is
whatever goes thru the top sieve goes
in the tank. That can mean a lot of
junk goes into the hopper. The
factory round hole sieve didn’t let
enough air thru to get flotation on the
top sieve. Different suppliers of round
hole material have different densities of
holes—the more holes the better. The
round hole material does the cleanest
job, but wild oats will plug round hole
sieves. So guys will run slotted sieves
– 4/64 to 4.5/64 x ½” or ¾”. We have
very few wild oats so we are able to
run a high hole density 1/8” diameter
round hole. They seem to let enough
air thru that the top sieve works
OK. But there is one more
1/8” diameter round
problem. The louvers on the factory
hole, with lots of holes,
sieve move the material to the rear of
and pushers to move
the combine as the sieve shakes.
material back
With a smooth sieve, the material will
slide forward and run off the front of
the bottom sieve into the fan. We ended up pop riveting “pushers” to the
bottom sieve to keep moving the material back.
Fan RPM and Other Ideas:
We tried various combinations of sieve openings and fan rpm. Incidentally, the 50 series fan blows
harder going downhill and backs off going uphill. Great idea, which helps eliminate fan plugging when
going downhill.
We even tried leaving a 2” opening at the front of the bottom sieve to get more wind
to the top sieve. Everything we tried resulted in dirty sample, seed out the back, or plugging the fan.
So these are the sieves we have run for the past four years, using a fan setpoint of 520 rpm.
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Checking Loss - The Last Twist to this Story:
We got suspicious that the true loss when running the combine with spreaders down at normal rpm, was a
different loss than when we lifted the spreaders and let all the material fall out the back of the combine. Plus
we wanted a method to accurate measure loss without interfering with the combine operation. Ideally the
combine would go by operating normally. The loss checker would then measure loss and tell the operator what
the loss was there. When cutting 35’ we found almost all the loss was distributed over about a 24’ width. We
built a 12’ long pan, 4” deep, with an internal screen with 1/10” diameter holes, set 2” deep in the pan. It catches
all the trash, but only the small seeds and dust get thru the 1/10” holes into the bottom on the pan.
The loss checker guy tosses this 12’ long catch pan, behind
the rear wheels, but ahead of the chaff and straw spread. It
catches the loss from one foot of travel on half the combine.

He picks up the pan, shakes it a bit so all seeds
fall thru the screen into the bottom of the
pan. Checks the material above the screen for
unthreshed heads. Then pours the contents
below the screen thru the open end into a pail. A bit of screening and measuring and he has the loss from that
side of the combine. When the combine goes by the other way he checks the other side. He is able to check
the true actual loss on the go, without raising spreaders or doing anything to interfere with the combine
operation. Craig found he could check 3 combines, each on both sides, about 3 times each, in a couple of
hours. During that time the combines continued to harvest without any stops.

Conclusions:

We have run our Case/IH red combines set up as described for the 2018, 2019, 2020 and 2021 alfalfa seed
crops. We have had crops with lots of green hay prior to desiccation, and crops that were all stems and seed.
Our yields have ranged from really poor (100 lbs/acre) to simply amazing for us (700 lbs/acre clean seed). Our
yield monitors are calibrated within less than 5% error, and we see areas in the fields yielding over 1,000
lbs/acre. These modifications have worked well for us. This is with 35’ wide headers, cutting at 2 to 5 mph,
depending on yield and material. Typically we are only using about 50% of the 8250’s horsepower.
Our experience has been that rotary combines have a tough time threshing alfalfa seed. Re-threshers are not
effective. By the time they get it threshed, all the material is on the sieve. In order to shake and blow enough to
separate this mess, you either travel very slowly, or put too much seed on the ground, or plug the fan.
Many alfalfa seed growers still keep a few JD 9600’s, with conventional cylinders, walkers, and air system to cut
alfalfa seed. With some minor threshing modifications and a factory round hole sieve, the Case/IH 88 series
will do a good job on alfalfa seed. Many alfalfa seed growers are seeing good results from Claas combines with
very few modifications. The rotary JD guys we know have a tough time getting thresh and separation, while
making a clean sample, without putting seed on the ground.
Finally, what works for us, may not work for you. What works one year, may not work another year. It’s
called experience, and we have been reluctant to say much about setting these combines, until we had
accumulated quite a bit of experience under different conditions. This still might not be the final answer. We are
very open to hearing about your experiences, plus the adjustments and modifications that have worked for you.
Safe Harvesting.
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